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Abstract

Understanding public outlook in healthcare management is important in the study of the various diseases. With respect to
vaccinations, which play a major role in combating vaccine-preventable diseases, the study on their acceptance or rejection by
the public becomes useful. In particular to the

influenza vaccine, studies on the public opinion and views is ongoing. Social media platforms like Twitter help us to leverage

thoughts and attitudes related to the flu vaccine. The data set used for our analysis contained tweets related to vaccines which

were collected using vaccine-related keywords over a period of twelve months from February, 2018 to January, 2019. Out of

these tweets, we filtered out the tweets specific to the flu vaccine and generated our corpus for further study. By using Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), we identified eighteen topics comprising six major themes which best represented our corpus. In

this paper, we discuss these six themes and subsequently analyze the trend observed in these themes over a period of twelve

months. The themes identified covered various aspects related to the flu vaccine. Among the six major themes, four showed a

distinctive temporal trend with respect to the annual flu season.
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Abstract—Understanding public outlook in healthcare man-
agement is important in the study of the various diseases. With
respect to vaccinations, which play a major role in combating
vaccine-preventable diseases, the study on their acceptance or
rejection by the public becomes useful. In particular to the
influenza vaccine, studies on the public opinion and views is
ongoing. Social media platforms like Twitter help us to leverage
thoughts and attitudes related to the flu vaccine. The data set
used for our analysis contained tweets related to vaccines which
were collected using vaccine-related keywords over a period
of twelve months from February, 2018 to January, 2019. Out
of these tweets, we filtered out the tweets specific to the flu
vaccine and generated our corpus for further study. By using
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), we identified eighteen topics
comprising six major themes which best represented our corpus.
In this paper, we discuss these six themes and subsequently
analyze the trend observed in these themes over a period of
twelve months. The themes identified covered various aspects
related to the flu vaccine. Among the six major themes, four
showed a distinctive temporal trend with respect to the annual
flu season.

Index Terms—influenza, flu shot, machine learning, topic
modeling, vaccinations

I. INTRODUCTION

Vaccinations play a critical role in the healthcare system
to prevent diseases and to reduce the mortality and morbidity
rate of many communicable diseases [1]. People have various
views related to the effectiveness and the safety of vaccines
which influence their acceptance or rejection [2]. Various
campaigns from the healthcare system, government and non-
profit organisations emphasise the importance of vaccines and
promote their widespread use [3]. Critical study on pathogens
along with their mutant variants are studied over time to
help the production of vaccines [4]. Of particular interest is
the flu vaccine due to its seasonal cycle [5]. Public opinion
becomes an important factor to study concerns and views over
the flu vaccine [6]. In this regard, data from social media
platforms have become useful for analyzing the ongoing public
discussions over health issues like vaccination [7]. One of
these social media platforms, Twitter, has become a prominent
platform to monitor and analyse public opinion in the context

of disasters like hurricanes [8], earthquakes [9], and cyclones
[10], and outbreaks of various communicable diseases like
flu [11], measles [12], Ebola [13], Zika [14] and COVID-
19 [15]. Even discussions related to the methods to combat
such diseases like vaccination [16], medications [17], and
preventative meausures [18] have been analysed using these
social media platforms. Machine learning [19] and natural lan-
guage processing [20] methodologies have been implemented
to study the public discussions on various diseases and the
ways to combat these diseases. Topic modelling [21] is one
such methodology to identify the hidden themes in the text. In
connection to flu vaccines, [22] evaluated topic modelling to
identify the posts on Twitter that most likely contain vaccine
safety signals. [23] analysed the geolocated tweets from U.S.
counties using MALLET LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation)
topic modeling techniques to correlate the individual survey
data about vaccine attitudes, actual vaccination, and real-life
discussions about vaccines with family and friends during the
2018–2019 influenza season. [24] used LDA to describe their
corpus with respect to the public outlook towards vaccines.
Their corpus also included tweets extracted from Twitter using
vaccine-related keywords, including those related to the in-
fluenza vaccine. With respect to the temporal trend observed in
supporting (pro vaxxers) and rejecting (anti vaxxers) vaccines,
[25] used topic modelling to examine how pro-vaccine and
anti-vaccine topics and public interests have changed from
2007 to 2017. As far as we are aware, no previous work has
implemented topic modelling to study the discussions related
to the flu vaccine on Twitter over a period of a year. Given the
seasonal nature of influenza, this could be useful to observe
how the public interest and discussions on the flu vaccine
changes with time.

In this study, we addressed the following research questions:

1) RQ1. What are the underlying themes discussed on
Twitter related to flu vaccination?

2) RQ2. How do these underlying themes vary every month
across a period of one year?



II. DATA

A. Data Collection

To analyze the above questions, we used the data set
built by [24] which consisted of tweets extracted from
Twitter from the beginning of February, 2018 through Jan-
uary, 2019. The tweets were collected using 78 vaccine-
related keywords, some of which included ‘vaccine’, ‘vaccina-
tion’, ‘flu’, ‘autism’ and ‘MMR’ (Measles, Mumps, Rubella).
Approximately 8 million tweets were collected over this
time span. From this data set, we separated the tweets re-
lated to the flu vaccine by using the keywords “anti flu
shot”, “antiflushot”, “flu shot”,“flushot”, “flu season”,“flusea-
son”, “flu vaccine”, “fluvaccine”,“flu vaccination”,“fluvaccina-
tion”,“influenza vaccine”,“influenzavaccine”,“influenza vacci-
nation”,“influenzavaccination”,“flu”,“influenza”, and prepared
a separate corpus. Thereafter the duplicate tweets from this
corpus were removed and the remaining 83,774 were used for
further analysis.

B. Data Preprocessing

Certain pre-processing steps were performed on our data set,
consisting of 83,774 tweets, before performing topic modelling
and trend analysis. First of all, normalization was done to
convert the text to lowercase. Then, the punctuation marks and
excessive white spaces were removed. Next, the symbol “#”
from the hashtags, “@” from mentions were removed along
with the Uniform Resource Locators and special characters.
Stop words like ‘the’, ‘we’, and ‘has’ were also removed as
they do not tend to convey important information. Keywords
which were used to extract the tweets were also removed.

III. METHODOLOGY

In order to answer the research questions, we implemented
topic modeling via Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) on
our data set consisting of 83,774 tweets. LDA [26] is an
unsupervised probabilistic model to automatically identify
themes (topics) in text documents. It classifies the documents
(i.e. tweets) into topics representing the data set. After pre-
processing the 83,774 tweets as discussed in Section II-B,
we first converted the data to bag-of-words corpus and then
used the Gaussian Mixture Model’s [27] Akaike’s Information
Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [28]
to determine the optimal number of topics, where lower AIC
and BIC scores indicate a better model for balancing fit and
parsimony. In order to do this, we used the Gaussian Mixture
Model from Python Sklearn package1. The corresponding AIC
and BIC graphs were plotted to infer the optimal number of
topics. Based on this, we ran a LDA model with this optimal
number of topics using the Gensim package2. The topics thus
obtained consist of the top representative words along with
their probabilities. Henceforth, the topic for each tweet was
identified using the LDA model. The theme for each topic
was identified through manual interpretation by inspecting the

1https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/mixture.html
2https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/

words in each topic and some representative tweets belonging
to each topic. The tweets were then divided by month, and
then we calculated the percentage of tweets belonging to each
topic per month. The topics were further grouped into broader
themes manually and the overall trend of these broader themes
was studied over the twelve-month time period.

IV. RESULTS

The GMM AIC and BIC score for the varying numbers of
topics for our data set were similar and indicated the same
number of optimal topics. The BIC graph for our data set is
shown in Fig. 1. According to the graph, the GMM BIC score
decreased until 18 topics and then gradually started to level
off, hence we chose 18 to be the optimal number of topics for
our data set.
After determining the topic for each tweet, we identified
the theme related to each topic manually by looking at the
keywords in each topic and some representative tweets for
each topic. According to our interpretation, these 18 topics
could be grouped into six broader themes. The percentage
distribution of the tweets belonging to each broader theme
is shown in Table I. The results of the 18-topic LDA model
grouped into 6 broader themes are discussed below in Table
II, along with the top 10 most relevant terms for each topic
and representative tweets for each topic. The broader themes
identified for our data set are: Importance of the annual flu
vaccine, Research and testing on flu vaccines, Promotion of
the flu vaccine, Nature of the flu virus, Anti vaxxers, and
Vulnerable populations.

Figure 1. Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) graph for topic modeling
with varying number of topics. Green line shows that the GMM BIC score
leveled off at 18 topics.

We discuss the themes for each topic as curated based on
the top 10 relevant terms below.

• Importance of the flu vaccine: Within the “Importance
of the flu vaccine” themes, Topic 1 emphasised that the
flu vaccines reduce complications during the annual flu



Table I
BROADER THEMES DISTRIBUTION IN THE DATA SET

Topic
Number Theme Tweets(%)

1 Importance of the flu vaccine 21.9

2
Research and testing on the flu vac-
cine 21.8

3 Promotion of the flu vaccine 16.7
4 Nature of the flu virus 17.2
5 Anti vaxxers 12.2
6 Vulnerable populations 10.2

season. Topic 2 contained tweets related to the people
who support the influenza vaccine for fear that the flu
may become a pandemic. Topic 3 reflected the opinions
of pro vaxxers towards annual flu vaccination and Topic
4 talked about the information on how the flu vaccine
protects against illness.

• Research and testing on the flu vaccine: Under this
theme, Topic 1 discussed the study on the effectiveness of
the flu vaccine and its role in the reduction of flu-related
cases. Topic 2 contained tweets related to the ongoing
research on the flu vaccine.

• Promotion of the flu vaccine: Under this theme, Topic
1 talked about the availability of flu shots at local
pharmacies. Topic 2 covered tweets which asked people
to protect their families from the flu through vaccination.
Topics 3 and 4 depicted the tweets related to campaigns
encouraging people to get vaccinated.

• Nature of the flu virus: In this theme, Topic 1 discussed
that as the flu virus has different strains, getting a
universal flu vaccine is a challenge. Topic 2 discussed
the virulence of the flu virus, and Topic 3 stated that the
flu virus strain changes yearly.

• Anti vaxxers: The theme ‘Anti vaxxers’ contained two
topics. One topic mentioned that the flu vaccine is a
doctor’s business and that the vaccines are not safe. The
other topic depicted general skepticism and resistance
towards the flu vaccine.

• Vulnerable Populations: This theme talked about the
types of people who are at high risk of contracting the
flu during the flu season. In this theme, Topic 1 talked
about the special facilities for children for getting the
flu vaccine. Topic 2 mentioned that the flu vaccine is
recommended for pregnant women and Topic 3 said that
the flu vaccine is also helpful for working age adults and
elderly people.

After calculating the percentage of tweets belonging to each
broader theme for every month, we plotted a figure of the
temporal trend as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, we plotted
the percentage of tweets belonging to each broader theme per
month, against that particular month. This was done in order to
visualize the trend in each broader theme being discussed on
Twitter related to the flu vaccine over a period of 12 months.
This figure shows that the theme, “Importance of the flu vac-
cine” was discussed more during the months of October, 2018

and November, 2018 while the opposite trend was observed in
the theme, “Promotion of the flu vaccine”. During the months
between August, 2018 and October, 2018, there was a lot of
discussion on “Research and testing of the flu vaccine” but
very few tweets fell within the “Vulnerable populations” theme
at that time. The trend in the “Nature of the flu virus” and
“Anti vaxxers” did not show distinguishable differences over
the time period.

Figure 2. The prevalence of the broader themes over time

V. DISCUSSION

A. Topic Modeling

These six themes covered a broad spectrum of the conver-
sations related to the flu vaccine on Twitter and are discussed
in more detail below:

• Importance of the flu vaccine: The importance of
the flu vaccine for public health has been explained by
researchers in [29]. The “Importance of the flu vaccine”
theme identified in our corpus also depicted this and
consisted of four topics. The tweets in its first topic like
“WINTER IS COMING! Annual vaccination is the most
effective way to protect against influenza infection and
is advised for people with asthma. People with asthma
are at higher risk of experiencing severe complications
following the flu virus” mentioned that vaccination could
reduce severe complications in people who have other
chronic diseases like asthma. Tweets in the second topic
like “Currently we support flu vaccines. The pharma
gets $25/shot. And if people get sick because of the
shot, it’s just the flu, so who cares, we don’t have to
pay for it” depicted that people supported vaccination
notwithstanding the cost involved or any vaccine related
risks, if any.
Tweets tweeted by “Pro vaxxers” included statements
like: “In case you haven’t been watching the news,
influenza is widespread in 19 states and rising. Already
this year 3 children have died. The flu vaccine this
year is extremely effective. The time to vaccinate is
NOW. #Vaccinate #Flu #Influenza #H1N1 #FluVaccine
#WednesdayWisdom”. These statements advocated the
importance of vaccination and associated risks of not
getting vaccinated. Simultaneously, this topic also con-
tained tweets which combated a myth that the flu vaccine



Table II
BROADER THEMES WITH TOPICS UNDER THEM ALONG WITH THE WORDS AND REPRESENTATIVE TWEETS FOR EACH TOPIC

Broader theme 1: Importance of the flu vaccine
S.no Topic Words Representative tweets

#1 Flu vaccine reduces
complications

today, vaccination, prevent, staff, get, annual,
seasonal, reduce, complication, forget

WINTER IS COMING! Annual vaccination is the most effective way to protect against influenza infection
and is advised for people with asthma. People with asthma are at higher risk of experiencing severe
complications following the flu virus such as:

#2 Support for the flu vac-
cine

nasal, check, appointment, pandemic, here,
healthy, life, support, vaccine, love

Anti-vac folks: Spanish Influenza became pandemic on three different occasions. Since the ‘flu’ managed to
take as many as 40 million lives between 1918 to 1919, an intense need for medical progress and vaccination
development followed as a result.

#3 Pro vaxxers come, go, measle, yesterday, fight, always,
mean, yearly, vaccine, watch

Holy shit, I want to put all the antivaxxers on an island and watch them all get the flu, measles, polio, etc.
Have fun with 0% herd immunity you dumb fucks.

#4 Information on how the
flu vaccine protects

season, important, parent, offer, protection,
ready, vaccine, information, someone, almost Important information regarding your yearly #fluvaccine

Broader Theme 2: Research and testing on the flu vaccine
S.no Topic Words Representative tweets

#1 Effectiveness of the flu
vaccine

take, week, vaccine, reminder, report, effec-
tiveness, make, number, case, little

New #influenza #vaccine with patented adjuvant from NovavaxInc shows improved effectiveness over egg-
based #flu shot in recent trials

#2 Research on the flu
vaccine

vaccine, disease, symptom, develop, research,
serious, visit, find, common, illness

In recent flu seasons, 4 in 5 children who died of the flu hadn’t been vaccinated — and that’s almost certainly
not a coincidence. Research shows vaccination helps reduce the risk of healthy children dying from the flu
by two-thirds. #VaccinesWork

Broader Theme 3: Promotion of the flu vaccine
S.no Topic Words Representative tweets

#1
Availability of the flu
shots at community
pharmacies

start, begin, pharmacy, community, vaccine,
especially, different, tetanus, prepare, surgery

Community pharmacies administer almost 250,000 more flu vaccines: Community pharmacy teams admin-
istered at least 240,000 more flu vaccinations during this winter than last. To read the whole article click on
the headline.

#2 Protect your families
against flu

protect, get, vaccinate, family, vaccine, avail-
able, everyone, people, local, other

Now is a great time to also begin thinking about flu season and vaccinations! Protect yourself and others by
getting a flu vaccine! @GBMCHealthcare Health Partners primary care practices expect to have the 2018
vaccine available by late August.

#3 Campaign for the flu
vaccine

great, right, morning, provide, medical, cam-
paign, share, encourage, vaccine, article

The number of people vaccinated under the nation-wide campaign to fight the influenza virus, launched by
the Ministry of Public Health, has breached the 100,000 mark and is set to continue in the coming days.
#Flu #Vaccination #QatarLiving

#4
Urge for public immu-
nization

health, clinic, winter, public, immunization,
offer, urge, county, deadly, effect

This #fluseason is deadly. #Sepsis is responsible for most deaths from #flu. Know the signs of #sepsis. Please
share this video. It could save a life. #Flu2018

Broader Theme 4: Nature of the flu virus
S.no Topic Words Representative tweets

#1 Flu season and differ-
ent strains of flu virus

october, vaccine, better, universal, least,
decade, quadrivalent, maybe, probably, nearly

My understanding is that there are many variants of the flu virus, so a universal vaccine is probably not
possible

#2 Virulence of the flu
virus

people, vaccine, student, thing, kill, american,
tomorrow, eligible, official, there

Last year, influenza killed 80k Americans.80,000!53% of us don’t get the flu shot.Some of us have
compromised immune systems and can’t get the vaccine.If YOU get the vaccine, not only are you less
likely to get sick, you’re less likely to infect someone else.

#3 Virus strain changes
yearly

vaccine, year, first, strain, virus, really, effec-
tive, hospital, change, cover

Getting vaccinated every year is important because the most common strains of the influenza virus change
every year. So the vaccine that you get this year won’t necessarily protect you against the different virus
that may be circulating next year,...

Broader Theme 5: Anti vaxxers
S.no Topic Words Representative tweets

#1
Flu shot is dangerous
and is a money busi-
ness

give, school, vaccine, reason, doctor, believe,
importance, anyone, try, contain

Flushot is a money business, to be exact 3 billion per year. People die and get injured by flu vaccine. They
die of the flu despite having flu shots, so people should more concentrate at boosting their immune system,
this will get them through the flu, not the flushot!

#2 Skeptics and resistance
towards the flu vaccine

vaccine, think, never, still, get, well, help,
people, remember, healthcare

The flu shot never was introduced to cure you but only make you sicker the so called vaccine has caused
more deaths and more sickness than healing the virus

Broader Theme 6: Vulnerable populations
S.no Topic Words Representative tweets

#1
Special facilities for
children

thank, nurse, immune, friend, young, system,
center, spray, child, vaccine “It kills more children than meningococcal disease and the [best] prevention is vaccination.” The flu vaccine

available as of today for children aged between 6 months - 5 years in NSW

#2 Pregnant women shot, vaccine, recommend, child, receive,
would, pregnant, month, early, adult

Let’s not forget how vulnerable pregnant women, and their babies, are to #Influenza. We health professionals
can strongly influence knowledge and acceptance of #vaccination.

#3 Working age adults and
elderly people

already, vaccine, immunity, office, death, el-
derly, feel, fluoride, issue, meningitis

Vaccines protect the elderly + young that may be more susceptible to the flu, not just yourself. I know a
lot of you may already be aware, but still, get your Flu shot soon. You can often get free shots through
employer, college, etc.

could be used to treat other diseases like measles as
understood by the tweet: “Well it’s a good thing ur not
a researcher....the flu vaccine isn’t given for measles and
to quote your study ”our findings do not demonstrate a
causal role of vaccination in the pathoetiology of any of
these conditions”.
The topic like “Information on how the flu vaccine pro-
tects” contained tweets that dealt with providing relevant
information about the flu vaccine by directing people
to relevant news or articles. At the same, tweets like,
“please stop spreading this dangerous and utterly false
information about the flu vaccine. It is not “neurotoxic,”
it CAN’T sicken people, and it saves lives. The flu kills
thousands even in a mild winter. Educate yourself or

STFU”, showed that there is a lot of misinformation about
the flu vaccine on social media.

• Research and testing on the flu vaccine: Every year,
research and testing on the effectiveness of the flu vaccine
is carried out and an interim report is published on the
same annually [30]. The second theme in our corpus,
which was “Research and testing on the flu vaccine”,
also discussed the same. It had the first topic as the
effectiveness of the flu vaccine. The tweets in this topic
talked about the effectiveness of the flu vaccine as studied
by observational studies which was clearly understood in
the tweet “Influenza vaccine. Positive mood on the day
of influenza vaccination predicts vaccine effectiveness:
A prospective observational cohort study. UK, general



practice. #vaccineswork”. The other topic within this
theme talked about the ongoing research on the study
and production of flu vaccines.

• Promotion of the flu vaccine: The flu vaccine is pro-
moted every year and studies on the effective promotion
of these vaccines have become quite important [31]. The
third theme, “Promotion of the flu vaccine” contained
tweets which talked about the availability of the vaccine
at healthcare centres like “GP surgery” and asked people
to protect their families through vaccination. Campaigns
supporting the flu vaccine like “Get a Jab, Give a Jab”
and “#FightFluTN” were also covered in this theme.
This topic also contained tweets from health care centres
which urged people to get vaccinated for #Flu2018.

• Nature of the flu virus: Researchers study various
aspects of the flu virus including the diversity of strains
and its ability to mutate [32]. The fourth theme in our
data set, the “Nature of the flu virus”, mentioned the
different strains of the flu virus and so it explained the
reason as to why a universal flu vaccine might not be
possible. There was an emphasis to get the flu vaccine
by the end of October as clear from the tweet, “Patricia
Schnabel Ruppert, MD, @Columbia assistant clinical
professor of medicine, explains the benefits of getting
your #flu shot by the end of October”. As the flu virus
has different strains, there were tweets talking about
the quadrivalent vaccine designed to protect against four
different influenza strains; two influenza A strains and
two influenza B strains. This theme had a topic which
talked about the virulence of the flu virus as it kills many
Americans every year [33]. The “antigenic drift” in the flu
virus from one season to another season was also among
the information discussed in this topic.

• Anti vaxxers: Anti vaxxers have been a topic of concern
for public health officials and various researchers have
addressed this issue [34]. In our corpus, this theme
was also very interesting as it contained tweets which
explained the other side of the coin as opposed to the pro
vaxxers. These tweets were grouped into two topics. The
first topic contained tweets that said that the flu vaccine is
dangerous and it is predominantly a money business by
doctors. Some people even called it a shady business.
Under this topic, there were also tweets which spoke
to conspiracy theories about the CDC doctor who went
missing and was eventually found dead. Anti vaxxers
claimed that the doctor was killed by the CDC after he
raised his voice against the safety of flu vaccines as clear
from the tweet, “So the CDC murdered the doctor who
told the truth about the flu shot giving people the disease.
We search your research: your vaccines are killing us”.
Anti vaxxers in our corpus also considered the content
of the vaccine like mercury in the Thimerosal flu vaccine
and aluminum as dangerous, and also claimed that the
flu vaccines were inefficient. The second topic under this
theme depicted skepticism and resistance towards the flu
vaccine. Some tweets mentioned the side effects of the flu

vaccine like headache and body aches while others cited
that the flu shot causes Guillain Barre Syndrome as clear
form the following tweet: “I have a friend that developed
Gillian Barre from the flu shot a few years ago. In fact
a group of people developed GB that year”. In total, this
theme reflected both misconceptions and concerns about
the flu vaccine, which were also cited in [35].

• Vulnerable populations: Health officials often recom-
mend the flu vaccine to those highly susceptible to the flu
virus like children [36], pregnant women [37] and elderly
people [38]. Some tweets in our corpus also explained
types of people who were at high risk of contracting
and experiencing complications from influenza. These
were explained under one broader theme as “Vulnerable
populations”. Under this theme, Topic 1 explained the
different facilities available for children for getting the flu
shot. The second theme mentioned the importance of the
flu vaccine to pregnant women as clear from tweets like
“Let’s not forget how vulnerable pregnant women, and
their babies, are to #Influenza. We health professionals
can strongly influence knowledge and acceptance of
#vaccination”. Topic 3 explained that flu vaccines are
very important and relevant to working age adults and
the elderly; however, due to the many accompanying
health factors in the elderly, even flu shots are sometimes
ineffective for preventing life-threatening complications.
This was mentioned in the tweet, “Flu relevant. Vaccine
fails to protect elderly from killer flu”.

B. Temporal trend of broader themes

The broader theme, “Importance of the flu vaccine” was
more discussed from September to November, during which
the public is encouraged to get vaccinated. According to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)3, flu
activity increases during October and peaks between Decem-
ber and February. The CDC therefore recommends that flu
vaccines should be taken by the end of October but not before
September [39]. For the theme, “Research and testing on the
flu vaccine”, more tweets talking about this were observed
at the beginning of the month of August until the month of
October, after which it started decreasing. This may be due
to the fact that this was a time when the effectiveness of the
flu vaccine was emphasized due to the upcoming flu season.
As this theme also covered the tweets related to the research
on flu vaccines, it may also explain the details of the types
of flu vaccines available during that particular season after
considering the nature of the flu virus that may prevalent that
particular year.
The theme, “Promotion of the flu vaccine” was discussed the
most during the months of May to July. As these months
are not typically the months of flu season, during this time
the planning for the campaigns for the next flu season might
have been discussed but as the flu season approached, people
started talking about the “Importance of the flu vaccine”. Thus,

3https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/season/flu-season.htm



the trends of these two themes were opposite to each other.
Percentage of tweets talking about the “Nature of the flu virus”
and “Anti vaxxers” remained almost the same throughout the
year. The “Nature of the flu virus” theme peaked slightly
in August as the flu season was approaching but the theme
“Anti vaxxers” did not show any specific temporal trend. This
indicates that those opposed to the flu vaccine tend to express
that sentiment year-round.
We observed that the trend of the “Vulnerable populations”
theme was opposite to the trend of the “Research and testing
of the flu vaccine”. This may be due to the fact that during
the months of June to August, promotions for vaccinating
vulnerable populations like children, pregnant women, work-
ing age adults, and elderly people began, and then as the flu
season approached, the emphasis shifted towards the study of
effectiveness of flu vaccines on these vulnerable populations.
This kind of analysis could be useful to health and government
officials to study public perceptions towards the flu vaccine.
Both kinds of people, either supporting or rejecting the flu
vaccine are present in a community and it is important to be
aware of and to address their concerns. The temporal trends
serve as a guide to the types of discussions around the flu
vaccine that happen at different times during the year, and are
therefore useful for understanding the types of information
we should be providing the public during these times. For
example, the finding that anti-vax discussions around the flu
vaccine are happening year-round tells us that misinformation
and concerns around the flu vaccination are discussed con-
tinually. The fact that discussions on the importance of flu
vaccination are happening in early Autumn is promising in that
they accompany the time when getting the annual vaccination
is recommended.

C. Strengths and Limitations

The flu months in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres
are different. Generally, the flu season in the Northern Hemi-
sphere can begin as early as October and can last as late as
April or May while in the temperate regions of the Southern
Hemisphere, influenza activity typically occurs during April –
September. In India, the flu season typically arrives during the
monsoon time. We do not address this issue in our temporal
data. Our temporal analysis is predominantly based on the flu
season of the temperate regions in the Northern Hemisphere.
This work focuses on discussions of flu vaccines for humans,
but as flu is common in horses, cats, dogs, birds, and swine,
we do not address the themes surrounding the tweets related
to the perception of flu vaccines for animals.
The social media platform used in our study is Twitter and so
we have not included the public discussions on the flu vaccine
on other social media platforms like Facebook, Youtube and on
blogs, news, and academic articles. These limitations should
be considered when attempting to generalize our findings, and
for planning of future research.

VI. CONCLUSION

The flu vaccination plays a major role in combating in-
fluenza. While many people accept that flu shots are effective,
some people are resistant to these vaccines for various reasons.
Data from social media platforms can play an important role
to understand the major topics of discussion and perceptions
around the flu vaccine. These discussions help us to understand
the factors which influence the acceptance or rejection of the
vaccine. The reach of various campaigns to promote the flu
vaccine could also be inferred from this kind of analysis.
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